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1. Introduction

With the advent of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in the near future it will become

increasingly important to gain a detailed understanding of all sources of hadronic activity

in a high energy scattering event. An important source of additional soft jets will be the

presence of the underlying event. From the experimental point of view, the underlying

event contains all activity in a hadronic collision that is not related to the signal particles

from the hard process, e.g. leptons or missing transverse energy. The additional particles

may result from the initial state radiation of additional gluons or from additional hard (or

soft) scatters that occur during the same hadron-hadron collision. Jet measurements are

particularly sensitive to the underlying event because, although a jet’s energy is dominated

by the primary hard parton that initiated it, jet algorithms inevitably gather together

all other energy deposits in its vicinity, giving an important correction to its energy and

internal structure.

In standard Monte Carlo event generators, like Herwig(++) [1 – 6] , PYTHIA [7, 8] or

SHERPA [9], additional gluons from initial and final state radiation are generated with the

help of parton shower algorithms, possibly supplemented by multijet matrix elements [10,
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11]. Therefore, we tend to attribute these to the hard process rather than to the underlying

event. On top of that, the underlying event is simulated as some additional hadronic

activity. The simplest way to do so is the so-called UA5 model [12], which has been

the default underlying event model in Herwig++ for a long time. Here, additional (soft)

hadronic activity is generated as a number of additional clusters are generated flat in

rapidity with an exponential transverse momentum distribution. See [5] for more details.

These clusters eventually give the required additional activity of soft hadrons.

Another variant, which has been far more successful in the description of recent collider

data, was formulated as a sequence of more-or-less independent parton interactions. In

contrast to the UA5 model this model is capable of describing the jet-like structure of

the underlying event. In its initial formulation [13] there were no parton showers invoked.

Later variants of this model also contain full parton showers [14, 15]. The additional

scatters in these models are always modelled as simple QCD 2 → 2 scattering as long as

the scattering contains a hard jet of at least a few GeV. Soft, more forward scattering may

also be modelled but requires a unified description of perturbative and non-perturbative

scattering, as in the dual parton model [16 – 18], which had been implemented into the

event generator PHOJET [19]. Another model is the simple extrapolation of the transverse

momentum distribution of hard jets in QCD processes down to zero pT [20]. Such a

modelling of soft interactions will also allow us to describe minimum bias events. These

are dominated by soft, forward scatterings and diffractive production of particles during

the hadron-hadron scattering event.

Experimentally, there has been strong evidence for the presence of multiple partonic

interactions already at the CERN ISR through the measurement of a momentum imbalance

in multijet events [21]. The idea for this measurement is that multiple pairs of jets, two

in this case, will appear to be balanced in transverse momentum if they have been created

in different back-to-back events rather than a single multijet event. Similar observations

of double parton scattering [22] have been made at the Tevatron [23, 24]. Nowadays, the

clearest observation has been made in γ+3 jet events at CDF [25]. In addition to this clear

evidence for the presence of multiple interactions in hadronic collisions, the only sensible de-

scription of the final state of such events can be made with detailed Monte Carlo modelling,

based on this ansatz. The most detailed measurements of the properties of the underlying

event as well as their implications for Monte Carlo models are described in [26, 27].

Understanding minimum bias interactions and the underlying event are very important

for many aspects of LHC physics. Particularly in high luminosity runs, every triggered hard

event in one bunch crossing will be accompanied by additional interactions among other

protons from the same bunch. These are predominantly minimum bias interactions and

will give some additional activity in the detectors. There are already detailed plans for

the measurement of the underlying event in ATLAS [28] and CMS [29, 30]. The presence

of the underlying event is important whenever measurements at the LHC will be based

on the measurements of the properties of jets, like e.g. their energy. The determination of

the so-called jet energy scale is known to be improved when a reasonable modelling of the

underlying event is included in the analysis. A good example for this is the measurement

of the top mass [31]. Implications for the central jet veto in vector boson fusion processes
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have been addressed in detail in [32].

In this paper we want to focus on the description of the hard component of the under-

lying event, which stems from additional hard scatters within the same proton. Not only

does this model give us a simple unitarization of the hard cross section, it also allows to

give a good description of the additional substructure of the underlying events. It turns out

that most activity in the underlying event can be understood in terms of hard minijets.

We therefore adopt this model, based on the model JIMMY [14, 15], for our new event

generator Herwig++ [5]. We will describe the basic implementation of the model and its

parameters and study some important implications for jet final states. Thus far, we do

not consider a description beyond multiple hard interactions. An extension of our model

towards softer interactions along the lines suggested in [20] is planned and will also allow

us to describe minimum bias interactions.

Improvements of the underlying event description have also been implemented in

other event generators. A completely new formulation of the interleaving of underlying

hard scatterings with the parton shower has been introduced with the latest versions of

PYTHIA [33, 34, 7, 8]. A model very similar to the multiple interaction model in PYTHIA

has been implemented in SHERPA [35]. A new approach, based on kT -factorization [36 – 38]

has been introduced and studied in [39]. An important issue, which has been addressed

in [33] is the relation between the charged particle multiplicity and the average transverse

momentum in the underlying event. The relation between these observables in the trans-

verse region of jet events may point us towards the right colour correlations of the different

hard scatters [40]. We want to point out that the organization of colour lines adopted in

our model differs significantly from that in PYTHIA. In this paper we would like to focus

on the details of the implementation, validation and tuning on Tevatron data and some

predictions for the LHC.

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we briefly review the theoretical mo-

tivation for multiple interactions and describe all details that are relevant for our Monte

Carlo implementation. In section 3 we discuss the parameters of our model and perform

a fit to current Tevatron data. Taking this as a starting point, we make predictions for

the most important final state observables at the LHC. Furthermore, we discuss implica-

tions of the intrinsic uncertainties of parton distribution functions for the underlying event

observables. In section 4 we draw some conclusions and give an outlook to future work.

Some more model details will be described in appendices.

2. Details

The starting point for thinking about multiple interactions is the observation that the cross

section for QCD jet production may exceed the total pp or pp̄ cross section already at an

intermediate energy range and eventually violates unitarity. For example, for QCD jet

production with a minimum pT of 2 GeV this already happens at
√

s ∼ 1TeV. This pT

cutoff should however be large enough to ensure that we can calculate the cross section

using pQCD. The reason for the rapid increase of the cross section turns out to be the

strong rise of the proton structure function at small x, since the x values probed decrease
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with increasing centre of mass energy. This proliferation of low x partons may lead to a

non-negligible probability of having more than one partonic scattering in the same hadronic

collision. This is not in contradiction with the definition of the standard parton distribution

function as the inclusive distribution of a parton in a hadron, with all other partonic

interactions summed and integrated out. It does, however, signal the onset of a regime in

which the simple interpretation of the pQCD calculation as describing the only partonic

scattering must be unitarized by additional scatters.

In principle, predicting the rate of multi-parton scattering processes requires multi-

parton distribution functions, about which we have almost no experimental information.

However, the fact that the standard parton distribution functions describe the inclusive

distribution gives a powerful constraint, which we can use to construct a simple model.

2.1 Eikonal model

The eikonal model introduced in refs. [41, 42, 14] derives from the assumption that at fixed

impact parameter b, partons undergo independent scatters with mean number

〈n(b = |b|, s)〉 =

∫

d2b′

∫

pmin

T

2

dp2
T

∑

ij

1

1 + δij

dσ̂ij(x1
√

s, x2
√

s, p2
T )

dp2
T

⊗ Gi/h1
(x1,b − b′, µ2) ⊗ Gj/h2

(x2,b
′, µ2) ,

(2.1)

where dσ̂ is the differential partonic cross section for QCD 2→2 scattering and G(x,b, µ)

are parton densities representing the average number of partons with a given momentum

fraction x and transverse coordinate b. ⊗ denotes the convolution integrals in longitudinal

momentum fractions x1, x2. By further assuming a factorization of the x and b dependence

in G, namely

G(x,b, µ2) = f(x, µ2) · S(b) , (2.2)

where f(x, µ2) is the conventional parton distribution, eq. (2.1) can be written as

〈n(b, s)〉 =σinc(s; pmin
T ) ·

∫

d2b′ Sh1
(b′) Sh2

(b − b′)

=A(b) · σinc(s; pmin
T ) . (2.3)

In eq. (2.3) σinc denotes the inclusive cross section to produce a pair of jets (partons) with

pT > pmin
T and is given by the standard perturbative calculation, whereas A(b) describes

the overlap of the partons in the colliding hadrons. We model the impact parameter

dependence of partons in a hadron, S(b), by the electromagnetic form factor,

Sp̄(b) = Sp(b) =

∫

d2k

(2π)2
eik·b

(1 + k2/µ2)2
, (2.4)

where µ is the inverse hadron radius. This leads to

A(b) =
µ2

96π
(µb)3K3(µb) , (2.5)
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where K3(x) is the modified Bessel function of the third kind. We do not fix µ at the value

determined from elastic ep scattering, but rather treat it as a free parameter, because the

spatial parton distribution is assumed to be similar to the distribution of charge, but not

necessarily identical.

The assumption that different scatters are uncorrelated leads to the Poissonian distri-

bution for the number of scatters, k, at fixed impact parameter,

Pk(〈n〉) =
〈n〉k
k!

e−〈n〉 . (2.6)

The cross section for having exactly n scatters with individual cross section σinc, using

this assumption is

σn(σinc) =

∫

d2b Pn(A(b) · σinc) =

∫

d2b
(A(b) · σinc)n

n!
e−A(b)·σinc

. (2.7)

The probability of having n scatters in an event, given that there is at least one, is then

Pn≥1(σ
inc) =

∫

d2b Pn(A(b) · σinc)
∫

d2b
∑∞

k=1 Pk(A(b) · σinc)
=

σn(σinc)

σhard(σinc)
. (2.8)

Equation (2.8) is used as the basis of the multi-parton scattering generator for events in

which the hard process is identical to the one used in the underlying event, i.e. QCD 2 → 2

scattering. For distinct scattering types a modification is used, as described in the next

section.

2.1.1 Different scattering types

Following the assumption of independent additional scatterings the cross section for two

distinct scattering types a and b with the respective multiplicities k and m can be written as

σk,m(σa, σb) =

∫

d2b Pk(A(b)σa) Pm(A(b)σb)

=

∫

d2b
(A(b)σa)

k

k!
e−A(b)σa

(A(b)σb)
m

m!
e−A(b)σb . (2.9)

For small signal cross sections σb, the exponential can be approximated by unity. Using

eq. (2.9) the probability of having k events of type a in the presence of exactly one of type b is

Pk =
σk,1

∑∞
ℓ=0 σℓ,1

≈
∫

d2b Pk(A(b)σa) · A(b)σb
∫

d2b A(b)σb

=

∫

d2b Pk(A(b)σa) · A(b) .

This can then be rewritten to avoid the extra factor A(b) in the form,

Pn=k+1 ≈ n

σa

∫

d2b Pn(A(b)σa) . (2.10)

Here n is the total number of scatters, i.e. there is one of type b and n − 1 of type a. It is

worth noting that the fact that we have ‘triggered on’ a process with a small cross section
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leads to a bias in the b distribution and hence a higher multiplicity of additional scatters

than in the pure QCD 2 → 2 scattering case.

Equation (2.10) can be used to describe underlying event activity under rare signal

processes as well as jet production in the underlying event simulated under high pT jet

production as signal process. In the latter case the assumption of distinct scattering pro-

cesses may not be fulfilled. One can show that in that case the mth scatter of type a that

is also of type b should be rejected with probability 1/(m + 1).

2.2 Monte Carlo implementation

The model introduced so far is entirely formulated at the parton level. However, an event

generator aims for a full description of the event at the level of hadrons. This implies that

the implementation of multi-parton scattering must be properly connected to the parton

shower and hadronization models, a few details of which we discuss in the following. We give

more technical details of the way in which the multiple scattering is represented in the event

record, and of how to access the model parameters, in appendices A and B respectively.

Event generation starts with the sampling of the hard process according to its matrix

element and the parton densities. After that the parton shower evolves the final state

partons from the scale of the hard interaction down to a cutoff scale that is of the order of

the confinement scale, but large enough to ensure that we remain within the perturbative

regime. The incoming partons are evolved backwards to higher values of x and decreasing

µ2. The initial- and final-state parton showers in Herwig++ are performed using the

coherent branching algorithm of ref. [43], which is based on the original coherent shower

algorithm of refs. [44 – 46]. After the initial-state shower has terminated, the incoming

partons are extracted out of the beam particles, a step that we describe in more detail below.

Now the number of secondary interactions is sampled from the probability distributions

of eq. (2.8) or eq. (2.10) respectively. The chosen number of additional scatters is sampled

according to the standard QCD 2 → 2 matrix elements and the same parton densities that

were used for the hard process. That is, the additional hard processes are generated exactly

according to the inclusive perturbative cross section, with no modification for the fact that

they are additional scatterings. This list of processes is then successively processed by

the parton shower. The partons involved in the additional hard scatters are also parton

showered. As far as final state showering is concerned, this is identical to a standard hard

process. For the initial state shower, we use the standard evolution algorithm, but with

modified parton distribution functions, motivated by our model for extracting partons out

of the hadron, which we return to shortly.

If the backward evolution of a scattering leads to a violation of four-momentum con-

servation, the scattering cannot be established. It is therefore regenerated until the desired

multiplicity has been reached. If a requested scattering can never be generated without

leading to violation of momentum conservation, the program eventually gives up, reducing

the multiplicity of scatters.

After the parton shower, the quarks and gluons must be formed into the observed

hadrons. The colour preconfinement property of the angular-ordered parton shower is used
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as the basis of the cluster model [44], which is used in Herwig++ to model the hadroniza-

tion. The cluster model however necessarily expects (anti)quarks or (anti)diquarks at

the beginning of the hadronization. In the final state this prerequisite is easily fulfilled

by the gluon splitting mechanism: all final-state gluons decay non-perturbatively to light

quark-antiquark pairs. In the case of an initial-state parton from an incoming hadron, this

necessitates a parton extraction model, which we describe in the next section.

Finally all unstable particles must be decayed. Herwig++ uses a sophisticated model

of hadronic decays as described in refs. [47, 48].

2.2.1 Parton extraction

In the standard Herwig++ treatment of a single hard scattering, the prerequisite that the

outgoing partons must be (anti)quarks or (anti)diquarks is implemented by forcing the

backward evolution to terminate on a valence parton. This then gives a diquark as the

proton remnant for example. This diquark is colour-connected through the colour connec-

tions of the valence quark either to a final-state parton emitted during the corresponding

initial-state parton shower or through the hard process to a parton in one of the other jets

in the event. In collisions other than pp, in events with little radiation, it can even be

connected right through the event to the other hadron remnant.

It is often the case that by the time the perturbative evolution has terminated, the

backward evolution has reached a valence parton, since their PDFs dominate at high x

and low scale. When this is not the case and the backward evolution has terminated on a

gluon or sea quark, one or two additional backward steps respectively are ‘forced’, using

the standard backward evolution algorithm, but with all flavours except the one necessary

for the forced step, vetoed.

In the implementation of multiple interactions, we keep the treatment of the first inter-

action untouched, i.e. it is exactly as just described. This means that the valence structure

of the hadron has already been saturated, with one valence parton extracted and the re-

mainder forming the hadron remnant. This does not therefore provide a structure that can

be iterated for subsequent scatters. Instead, we modify the backward evolution so that it

terminates on a gluon. We do this both dynamically during the evolution and by a forced

backward evolution step if necessary. During the backward evolution we use modified par-

ton distribution functions that are identical to the standard ones but with the valence con-

tributions subtracted out.1 We stress that this subtraction of valence contributions is the

only modification we make. In particular, the distribution of gluons is identical to that in

the original hadron, leading to the possibility that the backward evolution of multiple scat-

ters can over-saturate the available energy, which we deal with as already discussed above.

Once the backward evolution has terminated on a gluon, its colour connections can

therefore be inserted into those of the previous remnant. As a concrete example, for the

second scattering in an event with an incoming proton, the colour line of the gluon is

connected to the diquark proton remnant and the anticolour line of the gluon is connected

1They do not therefore obey a momentum sum rule, but the algorithm is not sensitive to this fact, since

it only involves ratios of PDFs. If one wanted to, one could rescale all the modified PDFs by a common

factor to regain the momentum sum rule. The results would be unchanged.
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q̄s g

(ud)

u

Figure 1: Schema of how the forced splittings and colour connections are implemented. Splittings

in the shaded area stem from the hard scatters and the initial state parton shower. The final

splittings at the bottom are non-perturbative.

through the valence quark, to the outgoing parton that the diquark was previously con-

nected to. This then gives a structure that can be iterated an arbitrary number of times.

Since we do not order the additional hard scatters, for example in transverse momentum,

this is equivalent to the colour connection model described as ‘random’ in [33]. The im-

plementation of other colour connection models as described there would be possible, and

may be interesting work for the future.

We illustrate this parton extraction model in more detail in figure 1. In the upper part

of the figure, which is shaded, we can see the extracted partons after a possible perturbative

parton shower. In the lower half of the figure, additional forced splittings are carried out in

order to guarantee a certain flavour structure of the remnant. The first extracted parton

will always be a valence quark while all additional hard scatters will always end up on a

gluon. The colour structure is as just described, with the gluon produced by each hard

scatter inserted into the colour-anticolour connection left by the previous one.

The way in which the structure of the hadron remnant is represented in the event record

is not quite the same as the way in which it is generated, as described above. The same

event is shown in figure 6 as it would appear in the event record, as described in appendix B.

3. Results

We will now discuss several hadronic observables both for the Tevatron and the LHC.

In particular a comparison to CDF data [26] is performed. For that reason the non-
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Figure 2: Contour plots for the χ2 per degree of freedom of all discussed observables (left) and

only the ones from the transverse region (right). The cross indicates the location of our preferred

tune.

standard jet algorithm used for the data analysis has been implemented. Detector effects

are solely taken into account by simulating the 92% track efficiency simply by ignoring 8%

of charged particles, chosen randomly. For the LHC the prediction is compared to several

other generators [35].

3.1 Tuning and Tevatron results

We have performed a tune of the model by calculating the total χ2 against the data from

ref. [26]. For this analysis each event is partitioned into three parts, the towards, away

and transverse regions. These regions are equal in size in η − φ space and classify where

particles are located in this space with respect to the hardest jet in the event. We compare

our predictions to data for the average number of charged particles and for the scalar

pT sum in each of these regions. As we are aiming primarily at a good description of

the underlying event in high pT events, we used jet production with a minimal transverse

momentum of 15 GeV as the signal process. Because of that we only use data for the region

of leading jet transverse momentum above 20 GeV. We added an additional systematic error

in quadrature for the lowest pT bins as described in appendix C.

The parameter space for this tune is two dimensional and consists of the pT cutoff pmin
T

and the inverse hadron radius squared, µ2, entering A(b) in eq. (2.4). In figure 2 we show

the contour plots for all six observables and for the observables from the transverse region

respectively. We have used the MRST 2001 LO [49] PDFs built in to Herwig++ for this

plot, and discuss the PDF-dependence in the next section. For these, and all subsequent

plots, we use Herwig++ version 2.2.1, with all parameters at their default values except

the two we are tuning and, in the next section, the PDF choice.
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The description of the Tevatron data is truly satisfactory for the entire range of consid-

ered values of pmin
T . For each point on the x-axis we can find a point on the y-axis to give a

reasonable fit. Nevertheless an optimum can be found between 3 and 4GeV. The strong and

constant correlation between pmin
T and µ2 is due to the fact that a smaller hadron radius will

always balance against a larger pT cutoff as far as the underlying event activity is concerned.

As a default tune we use pmin
T = 3.4 GeV and µ2 = 1.5 GeV2. figure 7 shows the result

of this parameter choice for the transverse region. The towards region is shown in figure 8

as well as the away region in figure 9. For these plots we used 10 million events in contrast

to 1 million for each point in figure 2, which is the reason for the slight differences in the

corresponding χ2 values.

It is clear from these figures that event generation without any model for the underlying

event is not capable of describing the data. In particular, in the transverse region, which

receives the least contribution of the two jets from the matrix element, the results are a

factor of two below the data.

Although our default multi-parton interaction (MPI) model gives a good overall de-

scription of the data, we see a slight trend to produce too much multiplicity in all the

regions, most noticeably in the towards region, and too little psum
T in all the regions, most

noticeably in the away region. This corresponds to having a slightly too soft spectrum of in-

dividual particles and has also been observed in attempts to fit the fortran HERWIG+Jimmy

model, the forerunner of ours, to the data of [26]. We note that in the towards region,

which is dominated by the primary jet, Herwig++ without MPI is already close to the

data, leaving very little room for MPI effects. Almost any model of the underlying event

will produce more than enough multiplicity here and overshoot the data. The same is true

to a lesser extent in the away region. In the process of χ2 minimization, there is therefore

a slight pressure to suppress the underlying event effect, which results in the slight under-

shooting of the psum
T predictions. The same effect is true even more weakly in the transverse

region, where one would say that the description is very good, but there is a slight trend

to be above the data for Nchg and below it for psum
T . Since the effect is strongest for the

regions dominated by the primary jets, we conclude that this is a general Herwig issue not

specifically related to the MPI model. In any case, it is clear that it vastly improves the

description of data relative to the no-MPI model.

We want to stress that the data from the experimental analysis are uncorrected. We

already obtain a total χ2 per degree of freedom very close to unity even with an over-

simplified implementation of the reconstruction efficiency but a more precise examination

would have to take detector effects into account in a more complete manner.

3.2 PDF uncertainties

For precision studies it is important to quantify the extent to which hard scattering cross

sections are uncertain due to uncertainties in the PDFs. As we have already mentioned, jet

cross sections are particularly sensitive to the amount of underlying event activity, which

introduces an additional dependence on the PDF in our model. In particular, it relies

on the partonic scattering cross sections down to small transverse momenta, which probe

momentum fractions as small as x ∼ 10−7 at the LHC and x ∼ 10−6 at the Tevatron, where
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the PDFs are only indirectly constrained by data. One will have measured the amount

of underlying event activity at the LHC by the time precision measurements are being

made, so one might think that the size of the underlying event correction will be known.

However, in practice, jet cross section corrections depend significantly on rare fluctuations

and correlations in the underlying event, so the correction must be represented by a model

tuned to data, rather than by a single number measured from data. This will therefore

entail in principle a retuning of the parameters of the underlying event model for each new

PDF. This would make the quantification of PDF errors on a given jet cross section, or of

extracting a new PDF set from jet data, much more complicated than a simple reweighting

of the hard scattering cross section.

In this section we explore the extent to which this effect is important, by studying

how the predictions with fixed parameters vary as one varies the PDF. We do this by

comparing the central values of two different PDF sets (MRST and CTEQ) and also using

the quantification of the uncertainties within one of them (CTEQ). Similar issues were also

discussed in ref. [50] for the uncertainty in parton shower corrections, which were found to

be relatively small.

The results in figures 7–9 show the predictions of our model with MRST 2001 [49] and

CTEQ6L [51] PDFs with the parameters fixed to the values obtained from our fit with

the MRST PDFs. We see that the difference in the amount of underlying event activity,

quantified by the results in the transverse region between 30 and 40 GeV as an example, is

some 10% higher with CTEQ6L than with MRST.

To quantify the effect of the uncertainties within a given PDF set, we have used the

error sets provided with the CTEQ6 family, and the formula

∆X =
1

2





Np
∑

i=1

[

X(S+
i ) − X(S−

i )
]2





1/2

, (3.1)

from ref. [51]. Here X is the observable of interest and X(S±
i ) are the predictions for X

based on the PDF sets S±
i from the eigenvector basis. Doing this näıvely, we found that

the statistical error on independent runs with each PDF set was greater than the variation

between the sets. To try to overcome this obstacle, we have studied the relative PDF

uncertainty, i.e. ∆X/X(S0), as a function of the number of points used for each X(S±
i ).

As an example, we show the result in figure 3 for one bin corresponding to 35−36 GeV

of the leading jet. The final statistics are obtained from 20M fully generated events for

each PDF set and the value on the x axis is the number of events falling within this bin.

We see that with these 20M events, we have still not completely eliminated the statistical

uncertainties. However, a departure from the straight line on a log-log plot that would be

expected for pure statistical errors, ∼ 1/
√

N , is clearly observed. We use this to extract

the true PDF uncertainty, by fitting a curve of the form

f(N) =

√

k2

N
+ P2 (3.2)

to these data. In performing the fit we get a reliable result already for a moderate number of

events. From the fit results we can estimate the number of events that would be necessary
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Figure 3: Relative PDF uncertainty, ∆X/X(S0), in percent. Left for the multiplicity observables

and right for the psum
T

observables. The different curves show the results for the three different re-

gions defined in the experimental analysis. The PDFs used are CTEQ6M [51] and its corresponding

error sets. The fit result shown as a solid line is for the transverse region. Also shown as a light

dashed line is the fit assuming a purely statistical error.

to eliminate the contribution of the statistical uncertainty. Requiring it to be less than

10−1 of the total uncertainty leads to N ∼ 106, which translates into ∼ 109 fully generated

events for each of the 40 PDF sets, which is not feasible in practice. Instead, using our fit,

we have a clear indication that the PDF uncertainty is around 4% for the multiplicity and

4.5% for the psum
T in the transverse region.

It is note-worthy that the difference between the two PDF sets is larger than the un-

certainty on each. Although, as we have already mentioned, the underlying event will have

already been measured before making precision measurements or using jet cross sections to

extract PDFs, a model tuned to that underlying event measurement will have to be used

and its tuning will depend on the PDF set. We consider an uncertainty of 5–10% large

enough to warrant further study in this direction.

3.3 LHC expectation

We start the discussion of our predictions for the LHC with the plots in figure 4, which

are related to the total multiplicity and mean multiplicity flow in jet events. We show

Herwig++ with and without MPI. We used QCD jet production with a minimal pT of

20 GeV as signal process. The MPI parameters were left at their default values, i.e. the fit

to Tevatron CDF data.

The first plot in figure 4 shows the KNO distribution [52]. The MPI model satisfies

KNO scaling fairly well, whereas Herwig++ without an underlying event clearly violates it.

The second plot in figure 4 shows the mean charged multiplicity as a function of

pseudorapidity, η. The effect of MPI is clearly visible, growing significantly from the
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Figure 4: KNO plot (left) and differential multiplicity distribution (right) for Tevatron and LHC

runs.

Tevatron to the LHC.

In ref. [35] a comparison of different predictions for an analysis modelled on the CDF

one discussed earlier was presented. As a benchmark observable the charged particle multi-

plicity for the transverse region was used. All expectations reached a plateau in this observ-

able for pljet
T > 10 GeV. Our prediction for this observable is shown in figure 5, where it can

be seen to have also reached a roughly constant plateau within the region shown. The height

of this plateau can be used for comparison. In ref. [35] PYTHIA 6.214 ATLAS tune reached

a height of ∼ 6.5, PYTHIA 6.214 CDF Tune A of ∼ 5 and PHOJET 1.12 of ∼ 3. Our model

reaches a height of ∼ 5 and seems to be close to the PYTHIA 6.214 CDF tune, although our

model parameters were kept constant at their values extracted from the fit to Tevatron data.

We have seen already in section 3.1 that our fit results in a flat valley of parameter

points, which all give a very good description of the data. We will briefly estimate the

spread of our LHC expectations, using only parameter sets from this valley. The range

of predictions that we deduce will be the range that can be expected assuming no energy

dependence on our main parameters. Therefore early measurements could shed light on

the potential energy dependence of the input parameters by simply comparing first data

to these predictions. We extracted the average value of the two transverse observables

shown in figure 5 for a given parameter set in the region 20 GeV < pljet
T < 30 GeV. We did

that for the best fit points at three different values for pmin
T , namely 2 GeV, 3.4 GeV and

4.5 GeV. The resulting values are displayed in table 1.

4. Conclusions

We have implemented a model of multiple parton interactions into the Herwig++ event

generator. We have tuned its free parameters to Tevatron data and found a good overall
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Figure 5: Multiplicity and ptsum in the transverse region for LHC runs with Herwig++. The

different data sets are (from bottom to top): Tevatron with MPI off, LHC with MPI off, Tevatron

with MPI on and LHC with MPI on.

LHC predictions 〈Nchg〉transv 〈psum
T 〉transv[ GeV]

TVT best fit 5.1 ± 0.3 5.0 ± 0.5

Table 1: LHC expectations for 〈Nchg〉 and 〈psum
T

〉 in the transverse region. The uncertainties are

obtained from varying pmin
T

within the range we considered. For µ2 we have taken the corresponding

best fit values.

description. We have shown the extrapolation of its predictions to the LHC.

We consider the present work as only a first step towards our eventual goal of providing

a complete description of the final state of minimum bias collisions and underlying events in

hard hadron-hadron collisions, validated on and tuned to all available data and extrapolated

to the LHC with quantified uncertainties.

Among the various phenomenological and theoretical studies that will be needed to

achieve this goal, we mention the following avenues for future work. The present model

only considers the contribution to multiple scattering from perturbative processes above

pmin
T . We plan to extend it along the lines discussed in ref. [20] to include non-perturbative

partonic scattering below pmin
T . This will allow a description of minimum bias events, as

well as the underlying event. There is a lot more data available that constrains underlying

event and minimum bias models to varying degrees. We plan to make a global analysis of

this, in particular to give a handle on the energy dependence. It would also be interesting

to consider whether the data require or allow an energy- (and scale-) -dependent effective

proton radius, as predicted in ref. [53]. Finally, it would be interesting to explore whether

saturation effects are important and whether multiparton correlations, as discussed in [54],

can be incorporated.
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A. Forced splitting: implementation in the event record

In section 2 we have briefly described how the different hard scatters are correlated in

colour space. This is of course an important model detail. In the event record, however,

this will not be very obvious as this appears to be organized differently, in a way more

closely related to the eikonal idea. In figure 6 we show the same particles (s, g, q̄) that have

already been extracted from the proton in the example of figure 1. This time the particles

that have been extracted as last particles of the parton shower are directly extracted from

the proton. All additional emissions of partons that are related to the forced splitting,

described in section 2 appear as decay products of the intermediate remnant. In this way

we emphasize the non-perturbative origin of these partons and draw a clear line between the

perturbative parton shower model and the non-perturbative mechanism of forced splittings

in the event record.

B. Model parameters

In the Herwig++ manual [5], the general mechanism for accessing and changing parameters

and switches of models is described, together with the main parameters and switches of

the underlying event model. For completeness, we repeat the latter here.
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Figure 7: Multiplicity and ptsum in the transverse region. CDF data are shown as black circles.

Herwig++ without MPI is drawn in green dots, Herwig++ with MPI using MRST [49] PDFs in

solid red and with CTEQ6L [51] as blue dashed. The lower plot shows the statistical significance

of the disagreement between Monte Carlo prediction and the data. The legend on the upper plot

shows the total χ2 for all observables, whereas the lower plot has the χ2 values for this particular

observable.
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Figure 8: Multiplicity and ptsum in the towards region. CDF data are shown as black circles.

Herwig++ without MPI is drawn in green dots, Herwig++ with MPI using MRST [49] PDFs in

solid red and with CTEQ6L [51] as blue dashed. The lower plot shows the statistical significance

of the disagreement between Monte Carlo prediction and the data. The legend on the upper plot

shows the total χ2 for all observables, whereas the lower plot has the χ2 values for this particular

observable.
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Figure 9: Multiplicity and ptsum in the away region. CDF data are shown as black circles.

Herwig++ without MPI is drawn in green dots, Herwig++ with MPI using MRST [49] PDFs in

solid red and with CTEQ6L [51] as blue dashed. The lower plot shows the statistical significance

of the disagreement between Monte Carlo prediction and the data. The legend on the upper plot

shows the total χ2 for all observables, whereas the lower plot has the χ2 values for this particular

observable.
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Cuts: Via a cuts object the minimal pT of the additional scatters can be set. This

is one of the two main parameters of the model. The current default, obtained from the

fit to Tevatron data described above, is 3.4GeV.

InvRadius: The inverse beam particle radius squared. The current default is

1.5GeV2, obtained from the above mentioned fit.

Algorithm: A switch to enable efficient generation of additional scatters in rare

(high-pT ) signal processes. Steers whether to use eq. (2.8) or eq. (2.10). The options are:

• 0: Underlying event process and signal process are identical.

• 1: Underlying event process and signal process are of the same type but the signal

cross section is small. Here a veto algorithm has to be applied, if an additional scatter

is produced with pT larger than the cutoff for the hard process.

• 2: Underlying event process and signal process are distinct scattering types and the

signal cross section is small. This is the default choice.

C. Systematic errors in the low pT region

When making the initial comparison with data, we observed a > 3σ discrepancy for the

observable ptow
T,sum below 30 GeV of the leading jet. Above 30 GeV, this discrepancy is

completely absent. However, we have almost no freedom to tune this observable, because

it is completely dominated by the pT of the jet itself. For the same reason, the relative

error is extremely small in this region, ∼ 0.5%, so the absolute discrepancy is only about

2%. Nevertheless if we are going to fit to data in this region, we need to understand this

effect, to avoid the χ2 of the fit being completely dominated by it.

From ref. [26] we find that the data sample was obtained by requiring a calorimeter

tower with ET > 20 GeV (including charged and neutral particles), described as the ‘Jet20’

sample. The analysis however is based on charged particle tracks. In particular the x-axis

in all observables is the scalar pT sum of the charged particles defined to be in the hardest

jet. It is clear that this sample is only unbiased for large enough values of pljet
T relative to

the 20 GeV trigger. Where this happens however is not obvious. In ref. [26] the sample

was assumed to be perfectly unbiased from 20 GeV onwards. This statement is based on

the good match between the Jet20 data and the Min Bias sample around that value. Any

judgement on the smoothness of the match is however limited by the statistical error on

the Min Bias data, which is becoming large in the region where the two samples overlap.

Therefore we have added an additional systematic error in quadrature to the data points

to reflect the precision with which we are confident they are unbiased. We choose this to

have the form

σadd =
σ0

sys

10

(

30.5 − pT

GeV

)

for (20.5 < pT/ GeV < 30.5) , (C.1)

where σ0
sys is extracted from the uncertainties in the bins 18−21 GeV of the Min Bias data

and the linear form ensures that the additional uncertainty goes to zero for pt ∼ 30 GeV.
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region σ0
sys

towards 440 MeV

away 1950 MeV

transverse 840 MeV

Table 2: σ0
sys for the three psum

T
observables.

region σ0
sys

towards 0.75

away 1.07

transverse 0.63

Table 3: σ0
sys for the three multiplicity observables.

In more detail, we extract σ0
sys by fitting these three bins with a linear function and use

the uncertainty on the value at 20.5 GeV from this fit for σ0
sys (in practice, this procedure

gives only a slightly smaller error than simply averaging the errors on the three bins). The

values for σsys
0 that we obtained, are shown in table 2 and table 3 respectively.
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